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A new class of functions, termed semistrictly preinvex functions, is introduced in
this paper. Some properties of semistrictly preinvex functions are discussed. In
particular, the relationship between semistrictly preinvex functions and preinvex
functions is investigated. Some characterization properties of semistrictly preinvex
functions are derived under a lower semicontinuous condition, and a gradient
property of semistrictly preinvex functions is obtained.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The class of convex functions has been recently extended to a class of
generalized convex functions termed preinvex functions by Weir and Mond
   1 and Weir and Jeyakumar 2 . Significant progress has been achieved for
Ž  this kind of generalized convex function see 19 and the references
.  therein . Mohan and Neogy 9 introduced condition C defined as follows:
1 This research was partially supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of
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Condition C. Let :  n n n; we say that the function 
 satisfies the condition C if for any x, y and for any  0, 1 ,
 y , y  x , y  x , y ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
 x , y  x , y  1   x , y .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
And they proved that a differentiable function which is invex with respect
to  is also preinvex under condition C. Mohan and Neogy also gave an
example which shows that condition C may hold for a general class of
Ž .functions , rather than just for the trivial case of  x, y  x y.
In this paper, a new class of functions called semistrictly preinvex
functions is introduced. Using condition C, we present some properties of
semistrictly preinvex functions. In particular, the relationship between
semistrictly preinvex functions and preinvex functions is investigated; some
characterization properties of semistrictly preinvex functions are derived
under a lower semicontinuous condition and a gradient property of
semistrictly preinvex functions is obtained.
2. NOTATIONS
   Weir and Mond 1 and Weir and Jeyakumar 2 first introduced prein-
vex functions and defined invex sets.
  nDEFINITION 2.1 1, 2 . A set K	 is said to be invex if there exists a
vector function :  n n n such that
 x , y K ,  0, 1  y  x , y  K .Ž .
  nDEFINITION 2.2 1, 2 . Let K	 be an invex set with respect to :
 n n n. Let f : K. We say that f is preinvex if
 f y  x , y 
  f x  1  f y ,  x , y K ,  0, 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
We now introduce a new kind of generalized convex function termed
semistrictly preinvex function as follows.
DEFINITION 2.3. Let K	 n be an invex set with respect to :
 n n n. Let f : K. We say that f is semistrictly preinvex if
Ž . Ž . x, y K , f x  f y , we have
f y  x , y   f x  1  f y ,  0, 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
EXAMPLE 2.1. This example illustrates that a semistrictly preinvex
function is not a preinvex function.
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Let
1 if x 0,

























It is obvious that f is a semistrictly preinvex function with respect to .
1Let x1, y 1,  . Since2
1 1
f y  x , y  f 0  1 f x  f yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
2 2
1 1
 f 1  f 1  0,Ž . Ž .
2 2
f is not a preinvex function for the same .
DEFINITION 2.4. Let K	 n be an invex set with respect to :
 n n n. Let f : K. We say that f is strictly preinvex if
 x, y K , x y, we have
f y  x , y   f x  1  f y ,  0, 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
DEFINITION 2.5. Given S	 n , S is said to be a G-invex set if
n n n Ž .there exists :    such that for any pair of x,  and
Ž .y,   S we have
 y  x , y ,  1    S,  0, 1 .Ž . Ž .Ž .
3. PROPERTIES OF SEMISTRICTLY PREINVEX
FUNCTIONS
In this section, we derive some properties of semistrictly preinvex
functions. In particular, the following Theorem 3.1 shows that a local
minimum of a semistrictly preinvex function over an invex set is also a
global minimum.
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THEOREM 3.1. Let K be a nonempty inex set in  n with respect to :
 n n n, and let f : K be a semistrictly preinex function for the
Ž .same . If x K is a local optimal solution to the problem of minimizing f x
subject to x K , then x is a global minimum.
Proof. Suppose that x K is a local minimum. Then there is an
Ž .-neighborhood N x around x such that
f x 
 f x ,  x KN x . 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
If x is not a global minimum of f , then there exists an x* K such that
f x*  f x .Ž . Ž .
By the semistrictly preinvexity of f ,
f x  x*, x   f x*  1  f x  f x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
for all 0  1. For a sufficiently small  0, it follows that
x  x*, x  KN x ,Ž . Ž .
Ž .which is a contradiction to 1 . This completes the proof.
From Example 2.1 and Theorem 3.1, we can conclude that the class of
semistrictly preinvex functions constitutes an important class of general-
ized convex functions in mathematical programming.
THEOREM 3.2. Let K be a nonempty inex set in  n with respect to :
 n n n; let f : K be a semistrictly preinex function for the
same , and let g : I be a conex and strictly increasing function, where
Ž . Ž .range f 	 I. Then the composite function g f is a semistrictly preinex
function on K.
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .Proof. For any x, y K ,  0, 1 , if g f x  g f y , then f x 
Ž .f y . Since f is a semistrictly preinvex function, we have
f y  x , y   f x  1  f y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
From the convexity and strictly increasing property of g, we obtain
g f y  x , y  g  f x  1  f yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .

 g f x  1  g f y .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Hence, g f is a semistrictly preinvex function on K.
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Similarly, we can prove the following two results.
THEOREM 3.3. Let K be a nonempty inex set in  n with respect to :
 n n n; let f : K be a semistrictly preinex function for the
same , and let g : I be a strictly conex and increasing function, where
Ž . Ž .range f 	 I. Then the composite function g f is a semistrictly preinex
function on K.
THEOREM 3.4. Let K be a nonempty inex set in  n with respect to :
 n n n and f : K , i 1, . . . , p, both preinex and semistrictlyi
preinex functions for the same . Then
p
f  f ,   0, i 1, 2, . . . , p ,Ý i i i
i1
is both a preinex and a semistrictly preinex function on K with respect to the
same .
Before deriving further properties of semistrictly preinvex functions, we
present several properties of preinvex functions. First, we give a characteri-
Ž .zation of preinvex functions in terms of its epigraph E f given by
E f  x ,   x K ,  , f x 
  . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
THEOREM 3.5. Let K	 n be an inex set with respect to :  n n
n Ž . . Then f : K is preinex function if and only if E f is a G-inex
set in  n.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Suppose that f is preinvex on K. Let x,  , y,   E f .
Then,
f x 
  , f y 
  .Ž . Ž .
Since f is preinvex on K , for 0
 
 1, we have
f y  x , y 
  f x  1  f y 
  1   .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Hence,
 y  x , y ,  1    E f ,  0, 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .Thus E f is a G-invex set.
Ž .Conversely, assume that E f is a G-invex set. Let x, y K. Then,




y  x , y ,  f x  1  f y  E f ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
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and it follows that
 f y  x , y 
  f x  1  f y ,  0, 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Hence, f is a preinvex function on K.
Ž . nTHEOREM 3.6. If S is a family of G-inex sets in   withi i I
respect to the same function :  n n n, then their intersection
 S is a G-inex set.i I i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Let x,  , y,   S . Then, for each i I, x,  , y, i I i
 S . Since S is a G-invex set, for each i I, it follows thati i
y  x , y ,  1    S , 0
 
 1.Ž . Ž .Ž . i
Thus
 y  x , y ,  1    S ,  0, 1 .Ž . Ž .Ž .  i
iI
Hence, the result follows.
THEOREM 3.7. Let K	 n be an inex set with respect to :  n n
n Ž . , and let f be a family of real-alued functions which are preinexi i I
for the same function  and bounded from aboe on K ; then function
Ž . Ž .f x  sup f x is a preinex function on K.i I i
Proof. Since each f is a preinvex function for the same function  oni
K , its epigraph
E f  x ,   x K ,  , f x 
  4Ž . Ž . Ž .i i
is a G-invex set in  n. Therefore, their intersection
E f  x ,   x K ,  , f x 
  , i I 4Ž . Ž . Ž . i i
iI
 x ,   x K ,  , f x 
  4Ž . Ž .
is also a G-invex set in  n , by Theorem 3.6. This intersection is the
epigraph of f. Hence, by Theorem 3.5, f is a preinvex function on K.
We note that the semistrictly preinvex functions do not possess an
analogous property.
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let
1 if x 0,
f x Ž .1 ½    0 if x 0, x 6,2  1, 6 ,
1 if x 1,
f x Ž .2 ½    0 if x 1, x 6,2  1, 6 ,

























 It is obvious that f and f are semistrictly preinvex functions on 6,21 2
  1, 6 . It can be verified that
f x  sup f x , 1
 i
 2 4Ž . Ž .i
1 if x 0 or x 1, ½    0 if x 0 and x 1, x 6,2  1, 6 .
1If we take x1, y 1,  , we have2
f x  f 1  0 1 f 1  f y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
But
1 1 1
f y  x , y  f 0  1  f 1  f 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
2 2 2
  f x  1  f y .Ž . Ž . Ž .
   Hence, f is not a semistrictly preinvex function on 6,2  1, 6 .
But we have the following result:
THEOREM 3.8. Let K be a nonempty inex set in  n with respect to :
n n n Ž .   , where  satisfies condition C, and let f : K i I bei
a finite or infinite collection of both semistrictly preinex and preinex func-
Ž .  Ž . 4tions for the same  on K. Define f x  sup f x , i I , for eery x K.i
Ž . Ž .Assume that for eery x K , there exists an i  i x  I, such that f x 0
Ž .f x . Then f is both a semistrictly preinex and a preinex function on K.i0
Proof. By Theorem 3.7, we know that f is a preinvex on K. It suffices
to show that f is a semistrictly preinvex function on K. Assume that f is
Ž . Ž .not a semistrictly preinvex function. Then, there exist x, y K , f x  f y
Ž .and  0, 1 such that
f y  x , y   f x  1  f y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
By the preinvexity of f , we have
f y  x , y 
  f x  1  f y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
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Hence
f y  x , y   f x  1  f y . 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .Let z y  x, y . From the assumptions of the theorem, there exist
Ž . Ž . Ž .i z  i , i x  i , i y  i , satisfying0 1 2
f z  f z , f x  f x , f y  f y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i0 1 2
Ž .Then, 2 implies that
f z   f x  1  f y . 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i0 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .i If f x  f y , by the semistrict preinvexity of f , we havei i i0 0 0
f z   f x  1  f y . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i0 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .From f x 
 f x , f y 
 f y , and 4 , we obtaini i i i0 1 0 2
f z   f x  1  f y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i0 1 2
Ž .which contradicts 3 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii If f x  f y , by the preinvexity of f , we havei i i0 0 0
f z 
  f x  1  f y  f x  f y . 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i i i0 0 0 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Since f x  f y , at least one of the inequalities f x 
 f x  f x andi i0 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .f y 
 f y  f y has to be a strict inequality. From 5 , we obtaini i0 2
f z  f z   f x  1  f y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i0
Ž .which contradicts 3 . This completes the proof.
4. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PREINVEXITY AND
SEMISTRICT PREINVEXITY
We have the following interesting results for the relationship between
preinvexity and semistrict preinvexity:
THEOREM 4.1. Let K be a nonempty inex set in  n with respect to :
 n n n, where  satisfies condition C, and let f : K be a
Ž .semistrictly preinex function for the same  on K. If there exists  0, 1
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such that for eery x, y K the following inequalities hold
f y  x , y 
  f x  1  f y . 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
f y 1   x , y 
  f y  1  f x . 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Then f is a preinex function on K.
Proof. By contradiction, suppose that there exist x, y K and 
Ž .0, 1 such that
f y  x , y   f x  1  f y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .Notice that  cannot be equal to  from the assumed condition in 6 .
Ž . Ž .Without loss of generality, assume that f x  f y and let
z y  x , y .Ž .
Then
f z   f x  1  f y . 8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .If f x  f y , since f is a semistrictly preinvex function, we have
f z   f x  1  f y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .which is a contradiction to 8 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .If f x  f y , then 8 implies that
f z  f x  f y . 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .i If 0   1, let

z  y  x , y .Ž .1 
Thus, from condition C
 
z  1   y , z  y  x , y  1   y , y  x , yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 ž / 
 
 y  1   x , yŽ . Ž .
 
 y  x , y  z .Ž .
Ž .According to 7 , we have
f z 
  f z  1  f y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1
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Ž .Because of 9 and the above inequality, it follows that
f z  f z . 10Ž . Ž . Ž .1
Let
1  Ž .
b .
 1 Ž .
Because of 0   1, it is easy to show that 0 b 1. Thus, from
condition C,
z b x , z  y  x , y  b x , y  x , yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
 y  b 1   x , yŽ . Ž .
1 
 y    x , yŽ .


 y  x , y  z .Ž . 1
Ž .Since f is a semistrictly preinvex function, from the inequality 9 and the
above equality, we obtain
f z  bf x  1 b f z  f z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1
Ž .which contradicts 10 .






z  y  x , y .Ž .2 1 
Thus, from condition C,
   
z   x , z  y  x , y   x , y  x , yŽ . Ž . Ž .2 2 ž /1  1 
   
 y   1  x , yŽ .ž /1  1 
 y  x , y  z .Ž .
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Ž .According to 6 , we have
f z 
  f x  1  f z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2
Ž .Again, it follows from 9 and the above inequality that




1  Ž .
Since 0   1, it is easy to show that 0 u 1. Thus
z 1 u  y , z  y  x , y  1 u  y , y  x , yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
 y   1 u  x , y  y u x , yŽ . Ž . Ž .
 
 y  x , y  z .Ž . 21 
Ž .Since f is a semistrictly preinvex function, from the inequality 9 and the
above equality, we obtain
f z  uf z  1 u f y  f z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2
Ž .which contradicts 11 .
THEOREM 4.2. Let K be a nonempty inex set in  n with respect to :
 n n n, where  satisfies condition C, and let f : K be a
Ž .preinex function for the same  on K. If there exists  0, 1 such that for
Ž . Ž .eery x, y K , f x  f y implies
f y  x , y   f x  1  f y . 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
f y 1   x , y   f y  1  f x . 13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Then f is a semistrictly preinex function on K.
Ž .Proof. By contradiction, suppose that there exist x, y K ,  0, 1
Ž . Ž .such that f x  f y and
f y  x , y   f x  1  f y . 14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .Without loss of generality, suppose that f x  f y . Let
z y  x , y .Ž .
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Ž .Then, 14 implies that
f z   f x  1  f y  f x . 15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Since f is a preinvex function, we have
f z 
  f x  1  f y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .which together with 15 leads to
f x  f z   f x  1  f y . 16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Let
z  z  x , y , z  z  1   z , z k 2 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 k k1 k1
Then, from condition C
z  z  1   z , z  z  2 x , z ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 1
z  z  1   z , z  z  3 x , z ,Ž . Ž . Ž .3 2 2

z  z  1   z , z  z  k x , z , kN.Ž . Ž . Ž .k k1 k1
Ž . Ž . Ž .From inequalities 12 , 13 , 16 , and the above equalities as well as the
preinvexity of f , we get
f z  f z  x , z 
  f x  1  f z  f z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1
f z  f z  1   z , z 
  f z  1  f z  f z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 1 1 1
f z  f z  1   z , z 
  f z  1  f z  f z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .3 2 2 2

f z  f z  1   z , zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .k k1 k1

  f z  1  f z  f z , kN. 17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k1
Ž .From z y  x, y and condition C, we have
k kz  z   x , z  y   1   x , y .Ž . Ž . Ž .k
Let k N be such that1
 k1 
 .
1  1 
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Let
 k11
k1    1  ,    1  ,Ž . Ž .1 2 1 
x y   x , y , y y   x , y .Ž . Ž .1 2
Thus, from condition C,
k1z   x , z  y   x , y  x . 18Ž . Ž . Ž .1
Ž . Ž .According to 17 and 18 , we obtain
k1f x  f z   x , z  f z . 19Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .i If f x  f y , from condition C,
y  x , y  y  x , y  z ,    ,Ž . Ž .Ž . 2 1
or
x 1   y , x  y  x , y  z ,    .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 1 2
The preinvexity of f implies that
f z 
  f x  1  f y 
 f x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .which contradicts inequality 19 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii If f x  f y , from condition C,
y  x , y  y  x , y  z ,    ,Ž . Ž .Ž . 2 1
or
x 1   y , x  y  x , y  z ,    .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 1 2
Ž . Ž .According to 12 and 13 , we obtain
f z   f x  1  f y . 20Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Again since x y   x, y , y y   x, y and the preinvexity of1 2
f , we have
f x 
  f x  1  f y , 21Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1
f y 
  f x  1  f y . 22Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2
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Ž . Ž .From 20  22 , we get
f z   f x  1  f y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .which contradicts inequality 16 .
5. LOWER SEMICONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS AND
SEMISTRICTLY PREINVEX FUNCTIONS
Under the lower semicontinuous condition and condition C, we prove in
this section that semistrictly preinvex functions imply preinvex functions.
THEOREM 5.1. Let K be a nonempty inex set in  n with respect to :
 n n n, and let f : K be a semistrictly preinex function for the
same  on K. If f is a lower semicontinuous function and  satisfies condition
C, then f is a preinex function on K.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let x, y K. If f x  f y , then by the definition of a
semistrictly preinvex function, we have
f y  x , y   f x  1  f y ,  0, 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .Now suppose that f x  f y . To show that f is a preinvex function, we
need to show that
f y  x , y 
 f x ,  0, 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .By contradiction, suppose that there exists an  0, 1 such that
f y  x , y  f x . 23Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .Let z  y  x, y . Since f is lower semicontinuous, there exists  :
  1, such that
f z  f y  x , y  f x  f y . 24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
From condition C,
 
z  z   x , z .Ž .  1 
Ž .Hence, from 23 and the semistrict preinvexity of f , we have
   
f z  f x  1 f z  f z . 25Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  ž /1  1 
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On the other hand, from condition C,

z  z  1  y , z .Ž .  ž /
Ž .Therefore, from 24 and the semistrict preinvexity of f , we have
 
f z  1 f y  f z  f z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  ž / 
Ž .which contradicts 25 . This completes the proof.
 In 11 , we proved an interesting property of preinvex functions as
follows.
THEOREM 5.2. Let K be a nonempty inex set in  n with respect to :
 n n n, where  satisfies condition C, and let f : K be a lower
Ž Ž .. Ž .semicontinuous function that satisfies f y  x, y 
 f x . If for eery
Ž .x, y K , there exists a u 0, 1 such that
f y u x , y 
 uf x  1 u f y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
f y 1 u  x , y 
 uf y  1 u f x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
then f is a preinex function on K.
Now using Theorem 5.2, we obtain a generalization of Theorem 5.1.
THEOREM 5.3. Let K be a nonempty inex set in  n with respect to :
 n n n, where  satisfies condition C, and let f : K be a lower
Ž Ž .. Ž .semicontinuous function that satisfies f y  x, y 
 f x . If there exists an
Ž . Ž . Ž . 0, 1 , such that for eery x, y K , f x  f y implies
f y  x , y   f x  1  f y , 26Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
f y 1   x , y   f y  1  f x , 27Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
then f is a preinex function on K.
Proof. By Theorem 5.2, we only need to show that for each x, y K ,
Ž .there exists a  0, 1 such that
f y  x , y 
  f x  1  f y , 28Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
and
f y 1   x , y 
  f y  1  f x . 29Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
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Ž .Due to the similarity, we only prove inequality 28 . Assume, by a contra-
diction, that there exist x, y K such that
f y  x , y   f x  1  f y ,  0, 1 . 30Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .If f x  f y , according to 26 we must have
f y  x , y   f x  1  f y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .which contradicts 30 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .If f x  f y , then 30 implies that
f y  x , y  f x  f y ,  0, 1 . 31Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .According to 31 , we obtain the following from condition C,
f y  x , y  1   x , y  x , yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
 f y  1  1   x , y  f y ,  0, 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
32Ž .
Ž . Ž .From 27 and 31 , we have
f y  x , y  1   x , y  x , yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
  f y  x , y  1  f xŽ . Ž . Ž .
 f y  x , y ,  0, 1 . 33Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Again by 27 , 32 , and 33 , we have
f y   1  1   x , yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
 f y  x , y  1   x , y  x , yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
 1   y , y  x , y  1   x , y  x , yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
 1  f y   f y  x , y  1   x , y  x , yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
 f y  x , y  1   x , y  x , yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
 f y  x , y ,  0, 1 .Ž . Ž .Ž .
 Ž .Let   0, 1 , the above inequality implies that1 
 
f y  x , y  f y  x , y ,Ž . Ž .ž / ž /1  1 
which is a contradiction.
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6. A GRADIENT PROPERTY OF SEMISTRICTLY
PREINVEX FUNCTIONS
In this section, we will establish a gradient property of semistrictly
preinvex functions. Before showing the property in Theorem 6.2, we first
derive a result of preinvex functions.
THEOREM 6.1. Let K be a nonempty inex set in  n with respect to :
 n n n, and f : K a preinex function for the same . Assume
Ž .  Ž .that  satisfies condition C. For any x, y K , let g   f y  x, y ,
  0, 1 . Then
g   g 0 g   g 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .





f y  x , y  f y f y  x , y  f yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .

 , 0  
 1.
 
Proof. For 0  
 1, let

z  y  x , y , z  y  x , y , u 1 .Ž . Ž .  
By condition C,
z  u y , z  y  x , y  u y , y  x , yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . 
 y  u  x , y  y  x , y  z .Ž . Ž . Ž . 
We have
g   f z  f z  u y , z 
 uf y  1 u f zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .   
 
 1 g 0  g  .Ž . Ž .ž / 
Therefore, we obtain




In what follows, we shall give a gradient property of semistrictly preinvex
functions.
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Condition A. Let K	 n be an invex set with respect to :  n n
 n. Function f is said to satisfy the condition A if for any x, y K and
Ž . Ž .f x  f y , the following holds:
f y  x , y  f y .Ž . Ž .Ž .
The following simple example illustrates condition A.
Ž .    EXAMPLE 6.1. Let f x  x ,  x 1, 1 and
x y if x 0, y 0 or x
 0, y
 0
 x , y Ž . ½ y x if x 0, y
 0 or x
 0, y 0.
Then f satisfies condition A.
THEOREM 6.2. Let K be a nonempty inex set in  n with respect to :
 n n n, where  satisfies condition C, and let f : K be a
differentiable function that satisfies condition A. Then f is a semistrictly
preinex function for the same  on K if and only if for eery pair of points
Ž . Ž .x, y K , f x  f y , we hae
Tf y  f x   y , x 	f x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Proof. Suppose that f is a semistrictly preinvex function on K. By
Ž . Ž .definition, for every pair of points x, y K , f x  f y , we have
f x  y , x   f y  1  f x ,  0, 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
This yields
f x  y , x  f xŽ . Ž .Ž .
 f y  f x ,  0, 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .

From Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 6.1, we get
f x  y , x  f xŽ . Ž .Ž .T
 y , x 	f x  inf  f y  f x ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
0
that is,
Tf y  f x   y , x 	f x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Conversely, suppose that for every pair of points x, y K , f x  f y , we
have
Tf y  f x   y , x 	f x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Ž . Ž .Now let z  y  x, y ,  0, 1 . Without loss of generality, we
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .assume f x  f y . We now show that f z  f y ,  0, 1 . Assume,
Ž .by contradiction, that for some   0, 1 ,0
f z  f y . 34Ž . Ž . Ž .0
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Now from 34 , we will show that f z   y, z  f y , for any 0 0
Ž . Ž . 0, 1 . Assume that there exists  0, 1 such that
f z   y , z  f y .Ž . Ž .ž / 0 0
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .i If f z   y, z  f y , let 0 0
 g   f z   y , z ,  0, 1 .Ž . Ž .Ž . 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since g 0  f z  f y , and from condition C, we have0
g 1  f z   y , zŽ . Ž .Ž . 0 0
 f y   x , y   y , y   x , y  f y .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .0 0
Ž .Therefore, g attains a maximum in 0, 1 . Assume that g attains its
Ž .maximum at   0, 1 . So0
T0 g 
    y , z 	f z    y , z .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0   0 0 0 0
From condition C, we obtain
T
 x , y 	f z    y , z  0.Ž . Ž .Ž . 0 0 0
Using condition C again, we have
 y , z    y , zŽ .Ž . 0 0 0
  y , y   x , y    y , y   x , yŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .0 0 0
  y , y      x , yŽ . Ž .Ž .0 0 0
      x , y .Ž . Ž .0 0 0
Hence, we have
T
 y , z    y , z 	f z    y , z  0. 35Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . 0   0 0 0 0 0
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Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .From f z    y, z  f z   y, z  f y , 35 and the as- 0   0 0 0 0
sumption in the theorem, we obtain
f y  f z    y , zŽ . Ž .Ž . 0 0 0
T  y , z    y , z 	f z    y , zŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž . 0   0 0 0 0 0
 f z    y , z ,Ž .Ž . 0 0 0
which contradicts the assumption that g attains a maximum at  .0
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii If f z   y, z  f y . From f z  f y and f x   0 0 0
Ž .f y as well as condition A, we have
f y  x , y  f y  f z .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 0
Let
g   f z   y , z   x , z   y , z .Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /ž /   0 0 0 0
Since
g 0  f z   y , z  f y  f z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /  0 0 0
and from condition C and condition A,
g 1  f z   y , z   x , z   y , zŽ . Ž . Ž .ž /ž /   0 0 0 0
 f y  x , y  f y  f z .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 0
 0Since 0  1, and from condition C, we haveŽ .1   1  0
 0
f z  g .Ž .0 ž /1  1 Ž .0
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž Ž ...Hence, g   f z   y, z   x, z   y, z attains a   0 0 0 0
Ž . Ž .maximum in 0, 1 . Suppose that the maximum occurs at   0, 1 . Then0
T
0 g 
    x , z   y , zŽ . Ž .ž /0  0 0
 	f z   y , z    x , z   y , z .Ž . Ž .ž /ž /  0  0 0 0 0
Since
f z   y , z    x , z   y , z  f z   y , z ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / ž /ž /  0    0 0 0 0 0 0
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we have
f z   y , zŽ .ž / 0 0
 f z   y , z    x , z   y , zŽ . Ž .ž /ž /  0  0 0 0 0
  z   y , z , z   y , zŽ . Ž .ž    0 0 0 0
T
  x , z   y , zŽ .ž / /0  0 0
 	f z   y , z    x , z   y , zŽ . Ž .ž /ž /  0  0 0 0 0
 f z   y , z    x , z   y , zŽ . Ž .ž /ž /  0  0 0 0 0
T
   x , z   y , z 	f z   y , zŽ . Ž .ž / ž0    0 0 0 0
  x , z   y , zŽ .ž / /0  0 0
 f z   y , z    x , z   y , z ,Ž . Ž .ž /ž /  0  0 0 0 0
Ž .which contradicts the assumption that  is a maximum point of g  in0
Ž .0, 1 .
Ž . Ž .Combining i and ii , we have
 f z   y , z  f y ,  0, 1 . 36Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 0 0
Let
h   f z   y , z .Ž . Ž .Ž . 0 0
Ž .From 36 , we get
T0 h
 1   y , z 	f z   y , zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .  0 0 0
T T  y , z 	f y   x , y 	f y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 00
That is,
T
 x , y 	f y  0. 37Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .By the assumptions of the theorem and 37 , we obtain
Tf x  f y   x , y 	f y  f y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .which contradicts f x  f y .
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Therefore
f z  f y ,  0, 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .If f z  f x for some  0, 1 , then from f x  f y ,
f z   f x  1  f y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .If f z  f x for some  0, 1 , then by the assumption of the theo-
rem, we have the following from condition C,
Tf x  f z   x , z 	f zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .  
T f z  1   x , y 	f z , 38Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 
T Tf y  f z   y , z 	f z  f z   x , y 	f z . 39Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .    
Ž . Ž . Ž .Multiplying 38 by  , and 39 by 1  , and then adding them together
yield
f z   f x  1  f y ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
i.e.,
f y  x , y   f x  1  f y ,  0, 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
This completes the proof.
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